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Heating of Al13
À and Al14 clusters
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Dynamical properties of Al13
2 and Al14 clusters at a high-temperature regime are studied using a density

functional theory based first-principles simulations method. During the heating Al13
2 shows a significantly

different behavior than Al14 due to its double-magic nature. We also demonstrate that it is hard to assign any
distinct melting transition for the studied cluster sizes. For Al13

2 we observe a solidlike behavior well after the
melting temperature of bulk aluminum. In contradiction with the rare gas clusters we notice that the outermost
atom of icosahedral Al14 does not float around when the temperature is increased. Instead the whole cluster will
exhibit strong deformations. The electronic structure of both of the clusters shows strong fluctuations during
the heatings, which cause considerable broadening and smearing effects in the electronic spectra.
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Atomic clusters as intermediate objects between sin
atoms and bulk matter have attracted scientists during
last decades. The emergence of spherical jellium mo
straightly analogous to the historical nuclear shell model
its implications on the physical properties of clusters ha
raised especially metal clusters in the forefront of contem
rary cluster research.1,2 Similarly, studies on the dynamica
properties of atomic clusters have revealed new kinds
‘‘phases’’ or existence forms where the system can rem
for considerable time scales.3 Furthermore, due to their finite
size clusters do not exhibit sharp phase transitions in
conventional sense,4,5 and related, several observations ha
been made where clusters of certain sizes exhibit a w
defined equilibrium between their coexisting solid and liqu
forms.5–9 In addition, also other dynamically interestin
properties such as, e.g., cluster growth,10,11 diffusion mecha-
nisms on clusters,11 solid-to-solid transitions,12,13and surface
melting have been reported.14–16

For computational reasons, dynamical properties and
related phase diagrams of clusters have been mostly stu
using simple classical potentials~e.g., Lennard-Jones! where
the detailed electronic structure of the cluster is neglec
Although we are still far from the exhaustive first-principl
sampling of the phase space of clusters, some simulat
where the electronical structure is fully taken into acco
have already been successfully performed for small
clusters17 in comparison with the experimental temperatu
dependent photoabsorption experiments.18 In this communi-
cation, we report our findings on first-principles heati
simulations of Al13

2 and Al14 clusters, and we shall furthe
show that this approach has its justification among the c
ventional many-atom potentials. While these classical po
tials describe well the melting of bulk metals19 and metal
surfaces20 they cannot describe the salient effects caused
the electronic shell structure in small clusters. The moti
tion to study the particular Al13

2 and Al14 clusters~40 and
42 valence electrons, respectively! is that the first one as a
13-atom icosahedron~ICS! is ‘‘double magic’’ ~i.e., it has
both full atom and electron shells! while the latter represent
a new shell opening in both respects.21,22The current paper is
an extension of our earlier work21,22and we focus here on th
high-temperature properties of these clusters.
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The calculations are performed using a so called Bo
Oppenheimer local-spin-density molecular dynamics~BO-
LSD-MD! simulation method devised by Barnett and Lan
man and fully documented in Ref. 24. In this method t
valence electron density is evaluated using a plane wave
sis set, separable nonlocal norm-conserv
pseudopotentials,25 and the density functional Kohn-Sham
~KS! method where the exchange-correlation energy fu
tional is described by the LSD approximation.26 During mo-
lecular dynamics and possible optimization, the ions mo
on the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface, wh
the classical Hellmann-Feynman forces on ions are ca
lated from the converged solution of valence electron d
sity. The usage of the BO approximation allows a relative
large time step,t'1210 fs, for the integration of the ionic
equations of motion, the limiting time scale arising from t
real ion dynamics~characteristic frequencies!. In this work,
the heating simulations of Al13

2 and Al14 have been per-
formed by linearly scaling the kinetic energy of ions durin
the microcanonical molecular dynamics (t55 fs!. For prac-
tical reasons a heating rate of 10 K/ps had to be used in o
to obtain the desired amount of data. We remark in this c
text that the relatively rapid heating of clusters makes t
equilibrium unattainable. In the following, our results cons
of one heating run for both Al13

2 and Al14 where the tem-
perature ranges are 800–1600 K and 700–1100 K co
sponding to 80 ps and 40 ps simulation times, respective

The potential energies~per atom! of Al13
2 and Al14 dur-

ing the heating simulations are displayed in Fig. 1 toget
with some snapshots of cluster geometries correspondin
local potential energy maxima. The initial configurations f
both of the simulations were icosahedral geometries~based
on a 13-atom ICS!, which were stochastically thermalize
before the actual heating simulation was started. Imme
ately, it is observed that it is impossible to assign any disti
transition~melting! regions in the data, which is not surpris
ing due to the small size of the clusters. Both of the simu
tions show oscillating patterns which for Al13

2 are disturbed
by occasional isomerization peaks~behavior similar to a Na8
cluster17!. These peaks start to dominate the data in the hi
temperature limit (;1500 K!, indicating a molten phase be
havior. It is apparent that Al14 does not show fluctuations a
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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strong but, as discussed in the following, we do not belie
that this is caused solely by the smaller temperature ra
than in the case of Al13

2.
During the low-temperature parts of the heating simu

tions we observe that the icosahedral ground state geome
together with the corresponding decahedral ones are the
vailing structures. Especially for Al14, the decahedron~DC!
is preferable at a finite temperature due to its~100! facets
where the outermost atom can sit tightly. In addition, alsoOh
~cubo-octahedron, CO! and D3h ~hcp! structures are per
ceived. Common for all of these higher-energy structure
that they can be obtained from the ICS ground state b
diffusionless mechanism where the atoms collectively tw
between different isomers. The participation frequency
each isomer in the dynamics is in a qualitative accorda
with the energetical ordering calculated at 0 K.21,22

Inspection of the isomerization peaks and the related
ometries reveals the reason for the drastical changes in A13

2

data: at first the kinetic energy of ions is not enough to dr
the cluster off its more or less spherical confinement~40
valence electrons! and the cluster maps out the phase sp
in the vicinity of the compact geometries presented ab
~see also Fig. 1, isomers 1–3, 5! corresponding to a region
referred to as the ‘‘soft solid;’’3 when more mobility is in-
troduced the system time to time breaks off from the sph

FIG. 1. The potential energies per atom of Al13
2 and Al14 clus-

ters as a function of cluster temperature~averaged kinetic energy!.
The snapshots of cluster geometries represent the isomeriz
peaks. Arrows mark the positions where the central atom of Al13

2

and the outermost atom of Al14 are exchanged, respectively. No
the different energy scales of Al13

2 and Al14 data.
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cal confinements to configurations where the potential
ergy is considerably higher. Indeed, some of the
geometries~isomers 4, 6, and 7! could be suggested to ex
hibit behavior similar to floater-hole pairs, phenomenon
ready observed in the context of 13-atom rare gas cluste7

Furthermore, the last Al13
2 configuration~isomer 8! reflects

a totally molten behavior evidently close to the evaporat
limit.

In contrast, Al14 does not show isomerization peaks
strong as Al13

2. The obvious reason for this is that Al14 does
not prefer spherical confinement~42 valence electrons, ionic
structure!, which enables larger shape fluctuations. Duri
the molecular dynamics we observe that the outermost a
is still the prominent feature, and increasing the kinetic e
ergy induces additional atoms to ‘‘pop out’’~see Fig. 1, e.g.,
isomer 8!.

We further illustrate the different time evolutions of Al13
2

and Al14 clusters in Fig. 2, where we present the averag
mobilities ~‘‘diffusion constants’’! of atoms as a function o
temperature. The aforementioned soft solid behavior
Al13

2 is observed as distinct jumps in the mobility value
and while the heating does increase the mean mobility of
cluster, the peak patterns are not completely washed aw
Clearly, Al14 exhibits a steadier pattern that is broken by o
strong peak around 940 K. Further investigations of tim
averaged mobilities imply that according to these sin
heating runs there exist gradual transitions above 1200 K
900 K for Al13

2 and Al14, respectively, where the cluster
become more mobile.

Inspection of the mobilities of the individual atoms r
veals that the atomic movements in both of the clusters

ion

FIG. 2. The averaged atomic mobilities of Al13
2 and Al14 clus-

ters as a function of cluster temperature. The mobilities are de
mined with respect to the previous time steps using a constant
separation (Dt53.75 ps!.
0-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 193410
be described as a collective or concerted motion, i.e., du
all the significant transitions most of the atoms participate
the process. We do not see any single exchange proce
where only two atoms would change places. Most intere
ingly, we perceive that the outermost atom in Al14 does not
float around at any stage; instead it is frequently changed
a collective process where the ‘‘old’’ outermost atom inse
pushing out the ‘‘new’’ atom from the opposite side of th
cluster. Evidently, this illustrates that for Al14 it is energeti-
cally more favorable to interconvert between different is
mers than to float the outermost atom across the edges o
13-atom ‘‘core’’ ~ICS, DC, etc.!. The same process is docu
mented also for icosahedral Ar14 clusters as one possibl
transition mechanism.7

In Fig. 3 we display the vibrational density of stat
~VDOS! of the Al13

2 cluster at different temperature
regimes. The temperature-dependent VDOS are obtaine
Fourier transforms~power spectra! from the corresponding
velocity-velocity autocorrelation functions. The uppermo
low-temperature data is from our earlier work22 where the
vibrating icosahedral cluster was simulated at a constant
ergy for 5 ps. The results in Fig. 3 can be interpreted usin
simple harmonic oscillator model for atomic vibrations27

where the free energy of the cluster is presented as

FIG. 3. The vibrational DOS of the Al13
2 cluster at different

temperature-regimes.
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HereV0 andv i are the potential energy and the frequency
the i th vibrational mode, respectively. The implication of E
~1! is that as the temperature is increased the lower freque
modes~corresponding to relatively unstable isomers at 0!
should become more favorable inducing a shift in VDO
towards smaller values in accordance with our simulatio
~see Fig. 3!. Furthermore, we can see how the temperat
gradually smears the spectra supporting our earlier con
sion about the gradual ‘‘melting’’ of Al13

2 above 1000 K.
Similar observations can also be made from the temperat
dependent VDOS of Al14 ~not shown! where we see clea
changes in the spectra as the temperature is raised abov
K.

According to our observations22 the electronic structure
and its density of states~DOS! are very sensitive to the de
tailed ionic geometry. Therefore, as the cluster is heated
maps out larger and larger regions in the phase space, c
ing smearing and broadening effects in the DOS. This w
demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally
Al13

2 in a recent communication by Akola et al.22 where a
special connection between the theoretical DOS and exp
mental photoelectron spectrum~PES! was employed. Here
we report further findings at a higher temperature-regim
The strong isomerization peaks of Al13

2 ~Fig. 1! where the
cluster breaks off from the compact confinements can
observed here as drastical changes in the electronic stru
causing further broadening of the spectra. Especially,
highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! is affected,
causing large drops even below 2.5 eV in the vertical deta
ment energy~VDE of the ICS ground state is 3.59 eV! in an
excellent agreement with the wide thermal tails observed
the experimental high-temperature PES.22 Furthermore, the
general trend of VDE is decreasing as the temperatur
raised, which we regard as a phenomenon caused by
thermal expansion of the cluster.23 On the other hand, the
temperature effects in the electronic spectra of Al14 are rela-
tively smaller. While the KS orbital energies show consid
able fluctuations, they can be assigned only weakly as t
perature dependent. Especially the HOMO level of A14
exhibits large fluctuations throughout the whole heating r
and the related vertical ionization potential~VIP! oscillates
between 5.4 and 6.7 eV~6.46 eV for the ICS ground state!,
demonstrating the necessity for low-temperature conditi
in experimental IP measurements.

In summary, we have studied the high-temperature beh
ior of Al13

2 and Al14 clusters using a first-principles simula
tion method. During the heating we observe strong isom
ization peaks for Al13

2 in the potential energy curve, whic
are due to the strong tendency of the cluster to remain
spherical confinement. We observe that after the bulk m
ing temperature~933 K! the cluster still remains in a so
called ‘‘soft solid’’ phase and the transition to ‘‘liquid’’ doe
not start until around 1200 K~in Ref. 28 the many-atom
potential, the so-called ‘‘glue’’ model, gives quite a distin
melting temperature at 1400 K for Al13). Furthermore, since
the restricting spherical context does not apply for Al14, we
0-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 193410
notice that its properties evolve more smoothly during
heating. We remark also that the motion in both of the cl
ters is very much concerted, i.e., single-atom diffusions a
plain two-atom exchange processes are not supported. Th
most evidently visualized by the outermost atom of Al14,
which sits tightly on the rest of the cluster without any floa
ing and is constantly replaced by some other atom in
19341
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collective process. This behavior differs drastically from t
observations of corresponding rare gas clusters.6,7
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